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Review the clauses relating to here. Download this questionnaire in PDF here. See more exercises of clauses related here. Need more practice? Get more Perfect English Grammar with our courses. Content How to form relative clauses Relative pronouns Subject pronouns or object pronouns? Relative
adverbs Definition of relative clauses Non-defining relative clauses How to shorten relative clauses Exercises and exercises of tests and tests on relative clauses We use relative clauses to give additional information about something without initiateing another sentence. By combining sentences with a
relative clause, the text becomes more fluid and you can avoid repeating certain words. How to form clauses relating to Imagine, a girl is talking to Tom. You want to know who she is and ask a friend if she knows her. You could say: A girl is talking to Tom. Do you know the girl? That sounds pretty
complicated, doesn't it? It would be easier with a relative clause: put the two pieces of information in one sentence. Start with the most important thing - you want to know who the girl is. You know the girl ... As your friend can't tell which girl you're talking about, you need to put in the additional information -
the girl is talking to Tom. Use the girl only in the first part of the sentence, in the second part replace it with the relative pronoun (for people, use the relative pronoun who). So the final sentence is: Do you know the girl who is talking to Tom? Relative pronouns pronoun or object pronoun? Subject pronouns
and objects cannot be distinguished by their forms – that, which, they are used for subject pronouns and objects. However, you can distinguish them as follows: If the relative pronoun is followed by a verb, the relative pronoun is a subject pronoun. Subject pronouns should always be used. the apple that
is lying on the table If the relative pronoun is not followed by a verb (but by a noun or pronoun), the relative pronoun is an object pronoun. Object pronouns can be released in the definition of relative clauses, which are then called Contact Clauses. the apple (which) George was on the Relative Adverbs
table A relative adverb can be used instead of a more preposition relative pronoun. This often makes the phrase easier to understand. This is the shop where I bought my bike.→ this is the shop where I bought my bike. The definition of relative clauses that define relative clauses (also called identifying
relative clauses or restrictive relative clauses) give detailed information that defines a term or general expression. The definition of relative clauses are not put in commas. Imagine, Tom's in a room with five girls. A girl is talking to Tom and you ask someone if he knows this girl. Here the relative clause
defines which of the five girls you mean. Do you know the what's he talking to Tom? The definition of relative clauses is often used in definitions. A sailor is someone who works on a boat. Object pronouns in defining relative clauses can be released. (Phrases with a family member without the relative
pronoun are called Contact Clauses.) The guy (who/who) we met yesterday is very nice. Non-defining relative clauses that do not define relative clauses (also called non-identifying relative clauses or non-restrictive relative clauses) give additional information about something, but do not define it. Non-
defining relative clauses are put into commas. Imagine, Tom is in a room with a single girl. The two are talking to each other and you ask someone if they know this girl. Here the relative clause is not defining because in this situation it is obvious what girl you mean. You know the girl, who's talking to
Tom? Note: In relative clauses that do not define, who/who may not be replaced by this. Object pronouns must be used in non-defining relative clauses. Jim, who / whom we met yesterday, is very nice. How to shorten relative clauses? Clauses relating to whom, as a subject pronoun, can be replaced by a
participant. This makes the phrase shorter and easier to understand. I told you about the woman who lives next door. I told you about the woman who lives next door. Do you see the cat lying on the roof? Do you see the cat lying on the roof? Exercises on relative clauses Relative pronouns and relative
clauses of Adverbs and contact clauses Content Index The content index is dedicated to creating and providing free high quality English learning resources. Resources.
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